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PRODUCT BREAKDOWN

The Jazz Rock chafer series is induction ready The Jazz Rock chafer series is induction ready 
and can be sold with or without the stand. Made 
from the highest-quality stainless and 
constructed with the best hinges on the planet, 
this line-up is our star player. Each hydrolic 
hinge has a 2 year warranty and the vessel itself 
is warrantied for life from defect.
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The Crown chafer series is battle-tested and The Crown chafer series is battle-tested and 
comes in a variety of sizes and finishes. Just like 
the Jazz Rock series, the Crown chafers can 
either be used on induction or with sterno. 
Choose from glass lid or solid. Each chafer has 
a 2 year hinge warranty and a lifetime warranty 
from defect on all metalware.

CR
Item Number with Stand

3938GPL



Lid Rest

7600
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We see the industry trending away from large 
portions and towards smaller serving vessels. 
Our Cook Buffet and Orbit chafer-pots are the 
perfect size (4 & 6 quart) and style for any outlet.
The Cook BuThe Cook Buffet lid easily rests on the 7600 
spoon/lid holder, while the Orbit lid conveniently 
rests in the handle. We can brush these too!
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Removable 

Food Pan
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Powers a 200W

Induction unit for 

5 hours. recharges in 

4.5

PRODUCT BREAKDOWN
Our Quick Connect riser system, paired with our Our Quick Connect riser system, paired with our 
new 1000kw battery, brings new meaning to term 
power formation. Our cook/hold unit can go from 
200w-1800w and can easily hold temp at 200w. 
Plug 2 of these into our 9001PB and you’ll have 
enough juice for a 2.5 hour buffet. Or, use our 
600w unit in the Orbit stand. Isn’t it time you cut 
the flames and cords from your operation? the flames and cords from your operation? 

Stacking for 

Storage 
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It’s time to bring everything together with one of 
Eastern Tabletop’s riser systems. Choose from 
classy stainless, rustic wood or powder coat. All 
of our risers accomodate either glass or acrylic 
shelves (black or clear). 

Samples and pricing available upon request.Samples and pricing available upon request.

Inquire for 

other 

tabletop 

displays Connect with Glass or Acrylic
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If you’re not ready to give up flame quite yet, If you’re not ready to give up flame quite yet, 
Eastern has a wide range of grill-stands, griddles 
and  risers. Our stainless steel grill-stands are 
the lightest (and most cost-effective) on the 
market. Your staff will thank you! Utilize these 
with sterno, butane or choose one of our 
induction or butcher block tiles.

Inquire 

about our 

variety of 

sizes and 

add -ons

3 Leg Styles Available

Induction 

Tiles Available
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Eastern oEastern offers a good, better and best option in 
most categories. Our heat lamps are “Better” 
and “Best”. Our 4 star heat lamps are made with 
a lighter weight 18/10 stainless, but utilize the 
same quality parts. We are able to create a 
lower-cost unit that looks great for years to 
come.

All Lamps Are 

Stocked

LE
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Our 5-Star heat lamps are the best in the Our 5-Star heat lamps are the best in the 
industry. Eastern has a lifetime warranty on 
metalwork and toggle switches. 2 year warranty 
on all necks and sockets. No one can offer the 
variety of finishes that Eastern Tabletop can. 
Choose from stainless, brushed, hammered, 
xylo or a combination. 

Xylo Coat in 

ANY color

HL Call a Hot 

Route and 

Power with 

our Battery 

Pack!
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WWe have a coffee urn for every operation and 
budget. If you’re looking to cut flames from your 
coffee service, then our vacuum insulated urns 
are for you. If you serve coffee all day and 
require the convenience of sterno, then utilize 
one of our many flame-powered urns. Each unit 
can be brushed or Xylo coated for a unique look.

VU

6hr Temp 

Hold
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WWe find that juice and beverage dispensers are 
SO frequently purchased year-over-year, that we 
decided to create a longer-lasting unit that won’t 
end up in the landfill next summer. Our seamless 
acrylic containers won’t split and all of our 
dispensers have stainless steel spigots, handles 
and finials. It’s best to invest in quality for 
something thatsomething that’s used so often. 

All Stainless 

Components w

Single Piece of 

Acrylic.

NO GLUED SEAMS
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PLsquare leg

Pillard Leg
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The Hub is your star playeThe Hub is your star player. Utilize it in any way 
you can think of and wow your guests with its 
capibilities. When its not a warming table, bar, 
action station, banquet table or raw 
bar/beverage bar, easily break it down for 
storage and transport. Take it to the next step by 
going completely battery powered. NO CORDS!

ST5933

Bar

HB6530C
Action Station

(Multiple Configurations)

Banquet Table

Ht4810GT

Warming Table
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The HubThe Hub’s many configuration options are made 
even better by utilizing the convenient storage 
system from Eastern Tabletop. We are constantly 
adding new tiles, finishes and accessories so 
please schedule an appointment with your sales 
rep today.

Sales@EasternTabletop.com

Fits 2 tiles per 

level

SQ

ST5988tc ST5984

ST5965rS

Reversible 

Laminate 

Tiles
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Our NestingOur Nesting Tables and Cocktail Rounds are 
made to last. When you want to change the look, 
flip the reversible laminate top. If you happen to 
damage a surface, just order a replacement. 
Gone are the days of replacing expensive 
furniture every few years. Lifetime Warranty on 
all casters and metalwork. Inquire today about 
new furniture items at new furniture items at Sales@easterntabletop.com

NT7620

ST1850G (glass)

ST1850W (Laminate)

Reversible 

Laminate Tiles

Reversible 

Laminate Tiles

NT
Tiles Wrapped in 

Brushed 

Stainless



Fits All Hub Tiles
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YYou may be seeing a trend. Eastern Tabletop 
wants to provide you multiple looks and functions 
so that you may utilize our products for years to 
come. Our reversible bars, carts and trollies are 
just a few items that offer you this capability. 
Keep them looking great by sourcing new tiles 
when the time comes. All come with a lifetime 
warranty on casters and metalwork.warranty on casters and metalwork.

HT

WB3415GB

Reverse

WB3415TT

Removeable Stone 

Surface
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Our rolling buOur rolling buffets are industry leading in quality, 
style and durablity. These are perfect for 
back-bars or rolling buffet pieces. We offer a 
lifetime warranty on all locking casters and 
metalwork. Choose from a durable acrylic shelf 
or style it up with black (or clear) glass or wood 
laminate. Whatever you select, you will surely 
impress.impress.

ST1790

Glass, Acrylic or 

Laminate Shelving

ST1790BK

ST1790RZ

ST1760

ST1760BK
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Finishing out our selection of rolling buffets are 
the Q-bik, Grandstand, Slice of Pi and Geometric 
Roling Buffets. Achieve a beautiful vertical-display 
with one of these expertly crafted buffet pieces.
All can be equipped with either glass, acrylic or All can be equipped with either glass, acrylic or 
wood laminate shelving. Lifetime warranty on all 
locking casters and metalwork.

GS
Double sided

Black Finish

ST1830GMB

ST1820GMB

ST1810GMB
3 Heights

ST1830

ST1820

ST1810

ST1780


